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And you thought you knew! 
Recent advances in technology have revolutionised what we know about the 
human body.  We now know that humans have at least three brains.  Now this 
probably is not what you were taught in school or college and you may rightly 
be wondering what we mean by ‘brains’ (and we will get to that), but you have 
read absolutely correctly, you have at least three brains or centres of 
intelligence. 
 

So what is the research telling us? 

 
We now know that there are at least three brains: 
 
· The brain in your head – The Cephalic Brain 
· The brain in your heart – The Cardiac Brain 
· and the brain in your gut – The Enteric Brain 
 
Let’s just go back to that earlier question: ‘So what do you mean by a brain?’  It 
is more complicated than just a bundle of nerve cells.  We have those 
throughout our bodies (in our eye or our ear for example).  What neuroscience 
is now calling a brain has a specific definition, with specific criteria to be 
fulfilled.  Yes, there are a large number of neurons (or nerve cells) and those 
cells are formed into a complex, adaptive network, with multiple 
interconnections and ganglia, along with glial or support cells.   
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A Synapse – or connection between two neurons 

 
What is also amazing is that each ‘brain’ also functions autonomously, or in 
isolation from the head brain, as well as in close communication with the head 
brain.  Without referring to the nerves in the head, each brain can receive and 
translate information from chemicals and other triggers and respond to that to 
change its own function accordingly. 
 

 
 
Let’s look at an example. In the gut brain, food passing through the gut is 
detected and the qualities and characteristics of that food assessed.  The gut in 
response then produces chemicals of digestion appropriate to the food stuff 
passing through in order to absorb nutritional elements to feed and nurture the 
body. 
 
In addition, the gut brain has it’s own ‘primary function’ above and beyond 
digestion, which is why gut problems are so prevalent in people with 
depression and why there is such a high proportion of depression in groups of 
people with gastrointestinal tract problems. 
 
And if that is not enough, what is also amazing, is that just as we now know the 
head brain has the property of ‘neuroplasticity’ (i.e. that it can change its 
structure over time), so can the other brains.  This means that they can evolve 
and develop over time to be even more efficient.  It also means we have to 
train them to evolve in the right way to keep us healthy and fit. (We could if we 
were careless and less aware train them to be less effective.) 
 
Let’s look at that in more depth.  Just as we now know that we need to use our 
head brains to stop deterioration in aging, we also need to care for and use the 
brains in our heart and gut to avoid any loss of nerves and nerve activity there.  



Scientists have found for example that the number of nerve cells in a heart is 
hugely variable between different people and are theorizing that some people 
can become ‘hard hearted’, losing the neurones in the heart when they are not 
used.  Conversely, scientists are also showing we can teach our heart and train 
it to be more compassionate, thereby increasing the number of heart neurones 
… just pause for a moment and reflect on the implications of that.  
 

 You can adapt, grow and evolve your brains 

 You can train yourself to be more compassionate 
 
What impact would that have on the world, if everyone knew how to evolve 
their brains to be more compassionate?  Might we see less conflict and wars? 
Might we finally see a world heading for peace?  It’s mind blowing – literally 
and that is the vision of mBraining. 
 

Neurones firing 
 
It is through deliberate use and training that we can literally change the 
structure of our brains.  What are you choosing for the future structure of your 
brain? 
 

 Activity in the brain as shown on fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging) 
 
We know that myelination (the laying down of myelin covering of nerves) 
increases as nerves are used and activated.  New pathways can be formed 
which change the way you think and behave.  We all have such an enormous 
opportunity to create positive change now that we know this. 



 

Myelin covering to neurones 
 
As if that is not enough - What we are also finding is that through the process 
of mBraining, we are allowing new wisdom to emerge.  Through using all of 
your available intelligences, we allow decisions to be made with greater 
wisdom, that would not have come to mind previously.  We have been 
staggered at the solutions people come up with using their multiple brains. 
 
Imagine this being harnessed by individuals world wide, by corporations and 
world leaders – the implications are enormous and tremendously exciting! 
 

So what do we know about the three brains? 

 
What mBraining has shown to date is that each of the brains has a ‘Prime 
Function’.  A function which it is uniquely and ideally suited to lead on within 
the whole complex system that is the human body.  They lead on certain areas 
of expertise and transfer their knowledge throughout the body through 
different ways of communicating. 
 

The Prime Functions of each brain are: 

 

 

Heart Brain 

 The process of emoting / feeling 

 Relational affect and connecting with others  

 Values and what is important to you 
 

 

Head Brain 

 Cognitive perception 

 Thinking and logic 

 Making and assigning meaning  
 



 

Gut Brain 

 Personal identity 

 Self preservation/safety 

 Mobilization, motivation and the courage to act 
 

 
By knowing the prime function, you can now start to ensure that you talk to the 
correct brain for the right activity.  You already know that if you want to 
demonstrate how much someone means to you, that a head based 
conversation about how you should do something and what you think you 
might like to do is not going to have the same impact as a heart led emotional 
conversation about how much that person means to you.  Conversely, if you 
have a big project to bring together, you are unlikely to be successful without 
engaging your head brain and planning out exactly how you are going to break 
the task into manageable chunks and allocate each chunk to the appropriate 
person. 
 
What is interesting is that we are also finding people have a preference for one 
or two brains, but often do not use all three brains.  Of course now you know 
that to operate most effectively in all areas you would be wise to use all three 
brains and ensure that all three brains are in good alignment and working to 
the same desired outcome!  Just being aware may be enough to start a change 
in you (only if you would like to change – of course!). 
 
mBraining, not only helps you to identify which brain does what, it also allows 
you to begin to communicate with each brain in different ways through a 
beautiful and simple process, ideally led by a qualified mBIT Coach. 
 
Think back on your own life. Have you ever made a decision to do something? 
Maybe made a new years resolution; or set a goal you thought you were really 
committed to keeping, yet found that you are still waiting to meet that goal?  In 
all probability you did not communicate and align your three brains and one of 
your brains is probably trying to talk to you about what it needs in place before 
it will get on board.  Maybe even just reading that you get a sense of what that 
might be for you?   
 
Or have you ever felt torn over a decision, with your head telling you one thing 
and your heart telling you another and your gut ‘churning’ over the conflict?  
You begin to see how really you have always known at some deep level that 



you have more forms of intelligence than just your head brain.  I am sure you 
have been using your three brains – just not deliberately at all times.  And now 
that you have that knowledge and now that you can put into words what you 
have always known, you can start to make even better use of it in practice. 
 
Rest assured you are not alone.  This knowledge is only now coming to light – 
this is ground breaking innovative knowledge which could literally transform 
your world and your way of being and doing. 
 

So now we have a solution 

We firmly believe mBIT is an answer! mBIT (multiple Brain Integration 
Techniques) are a set of processes that you can use for yourself, for business, 
for your family – indeed anywhere.  mBIT has the ability to change how you do 
life. 
 
The techniques are incredibly powerful, yet deceptively simple and are 
spreading round the world as the news gets out. 
 
mBIT gives you the tools you need to access and communicate with your three 
brains, while balancing your autonomic nervous system, giving you the access 
code which may have alluded you – until now.  It is then from this aligned, 
balanced state that you can allow your full wisdom to emerge.  
 
But we are jumping ahead of ourselves! 
 
There are several stages to this process: 

 Be aware you have multiple brains! 

 Know how to access those brains 

 Communicate with each brain individually  

 Enable your three brains to communicate with each other 

 Enable each brain to work to its own higher purpose and 

 Align your brains to ensure they are congruent and all working 
together towards your highest expression 

 Allow new wisdom to emerge 
 
Through this process you will discover a sense of purpose and identity to give 
you confidence to be yourself and to allow yourself to evolve and grow.   



You hold a unique identity 
 
Once in an aligned congruent state you will be amazed how easily things fall 
into place.  How you suddenly find you have got all the resources you need to 
do whatever it is you want to do.  You will find a peace and tranquillity, a 
‘rightness’ about where you are and what you are doing. 
 
You will find you make wiser decisions and resolve inner conflict easily and 
effortlessly. 
 
You will find it easier to take action as your gut brain will be congruently 
motivated to make things happen for your higher good. 
 
You can start to dream new dreams and really make an even bigger difference 
in the world.  
 
While it seems a little trite to say this will change your world – we have found 
that it has for us and for our clients.  We are seeing clients transform what they 
do and how they do it and just find a real satisfaction and joy that they had lost 
somewhere along the way.  We see authentic smiles and joy (indeed tears) as 
people break free of old chains - and it is such a privilege, which is why we are 
now keen to share it with you and everyone to evolve a whole new world. 
 
Are you ready to start to come alive again?  Are you ready to find that inner 
passion you thought you had lost - through being busy and being side-tracked 
by worldy things?  Do you want to get that fun, excitement and childlike 
passion back in your life? 
 



 
 
If you do – get in touch – find out how you can explore mBraining for yourself, 
for your family, for your workplace.   
 
Have a look at the resources on our website (mBraining4Success.com) and also 
on the website of Grant Soosalu and Marvin Oka (mBraining.com) the 
developers of mBraining.  Make sure you go now to order a copy of the ground 
breaking book:  
 

 ‘mBraining. Using your multiple brains to do cool stuff ’ 

 
 
We are so excited about the possibilities – and we know this is a new field and 
is constantly evolving.  I am delighted to say we are at the forefront of those 
developments, working with Grant to add further research evidence to the field 
and to develop new models and applications of models, to make it even more 
powerful and to ensure it can reach everyone the world over. 
 
Get in touch, let us share with you our excitement and how you can learn these 
amazing new techniques for yourself. 
 
Suzanne Henwood  


